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“Celebrate the power of your mind”
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SENSIKS
SENSORY REALITY PODS

In Sensory Reality Pods multi-sensory experiences are offered 

through the activation of the senses with visuals, sounds, scents, 

temperature, airflow, movement and tactile based stimuli 

This induces the user’s brain to switch from a state of passive 

observation to active experiencing

This enables users to mentally travel to any destination without 

having to go there physically

Any third party audiovisual content, such as VR/AR, movies, 

music, audiobooks and games can be sensified

Watch SENSIKS. promo video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDrMrX3mobU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDrMrX3mobU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDrMrX3mobU
Jesper
Inserted Text
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SENSIKS
SENSORY REALITY PLATFORM

The Netflix for multi-sensory experiences

Experiences can be created by content creators, uploaded to the 

platform and shared with users

Experiences can be played, previewed and reviewed via the pod

Experiences are paid via monthly license fee or 

pay-per-experience (PPE) fee  
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APPLYING SENSORY REALITY 
IN BURNOUT PREVENTION

Natural environments like a beach or forest can relax and re-

balance stressed minds in only 10 -20 minutes, unfortunately 

these kind of environments are usually too far away from 

workplaces

Placing Sensory Reality Pods at workplaces makes escaping the 

daily routine, relaxation and re-energizing completely accessible 

for both patients as healthcare professionals, thereby increasing 

performance and overall quality of (work)life
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BIOFEEDBACK
SENSIKS FULL FEEDBACK MODULES

Sensory Reality Pods are equipped with biofeedback technology 

measuring skin conductance, heart rate variability, brainwaves 

and heartbeat before, during and after the experience. These 

measurements can indicate stress levels and help pinpoint 

specific triggers for happiness, sadness and even traumas

Fingerprint recognition allows our software to build a database 

per user over a period of time and follow biometrical patterns, 

usage frequencies, amounts and choices of experiences and 

stress level patterns over periods of time
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INTEGRATED AFFECT GRID
HOW DO YOU FEEL NOW?

With our integrated affect grid, users can input the state of mind 

before and after each session, this information will also be stored in 

the user database

The subjective states can then be matched and compared with the 

measured biofeedback

In doing so sensory input can be compared with biofeedback as well 

as the subjective emotions and accurate analysis can be made and 

used for the creation of personalized experiences
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STRESS REDUCTION PROGRAMS
RELAXATION IS KEY

Apart from several passive chill-out experiences, the Sensory Reality 

Pods are equipped with several relaxation programs such as breathing 

exercises, mindfulness & meditation

Training & coaching exercises are being developed in co-creation with 

several specialized VR content creators and mental healthcare 

institutions in the Netherlands

Jesper
Cross-Out



HARDWARE
4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Digital SR Pods are digitally produced using the latest cutting-edge high 

precision CNC milling production

Local Our digital hardware designs can be outsourced to CNC 

production facilities around the globe , facilitating local production and 

fast scalabilty

Sustainable The panels used for the creation of the pods are made 

from sustainable waste-based and grass materials

Modular Customized shapes & sizes as well as  third party hardware 

technology can be seamlessly integrated within the modular setup 
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CONTENT
SR EXPERIENCE DATABASE

The content library of SR experiences can be scaled-up quickly as 

it is driven by third party audio-visual content

Due to our accessible and user friendly experience builder 

software, AV content can be sensified fast and easy by anyone.

VR and game developers can use our SDK to program sensory 

stimuli directly into their software
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USER CASE SELECTION
FROM OUR CLIENTBASE

PTSS - Trauma recovery program for Dutch Army including EMDR, co-
created with Lucien Engelen & Radboud UMC

Improve the quality of life of patients by using sensory activation for 
both  people with mental disabilities as elderly people suffering from 
dementia

Supporting tool for mental healthcare professionals helping their 
patients deal with depression, burnout and anxiety disorders  

Watch SENSIKS. x Philadelphia video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZT4GAyskMjI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZT4GAyskMjI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZT4GAyskMjI
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OUR DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS
IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH TECH

Within the Netherlands we operate in close cooperation 

with some of the most significant knowledge institutions in 

the field of mental healthcare and technology

https://www.tudelft.nl/en/about-tu-delft/
https://www.philadelphia.nl/
https://www.radboudumc.nl/en/research
https://www.tno.nl/en/about-tno/
http://www.ru.nl/donders/
https://www.mentaalbeter.nl/
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MEDIA SNIPPETS
PRESS AND REVIEWS

https://www.wareable.com/vr/senses-touch-taste-smell-immersion-7776
https://twitter.com/lucienengelen/status/841153500184793088?lang=en
http://wearehalo.co.uk/blog/sxsw-2017-what-we-think-we-know
http://www.metropolismag.com/ideas/technology/ces-best-products-2018/
https://www.destentor.nl/nunspeet/leny-73-komt-helemaal-tot-rust-in-belevingscabine~ac461667/
https://www.limburger.nl/cnt/dmf20170828_00045626/met-je-rolstoel-tussen-de-olifanten-of-naar-een-concert-van-led-zeppelin
https://www.wareable.com/vr/senses-touch-taste-smell-immersion-7776
https://www.result.de/digility-2017-on-the-impact-of-extended-realities/
https://www.vandervalkvitaal.nl/blog/sensory-reality-pods-levensechte-beleving-met-alle-zintuigen/
http://www.scientart.com/writings/new-scientist-live-2017
https://www.thehandbook.com/opening/enter-matrix-blue-bar/
https://www.iab.com/news/iab-members-sxsw-user-experience-takes-center-stage-reflecting-iab-priorities/


Watch SENSIKS. promo 
video

Must see interview with IDG @SXSW 
2017

THANK YOU!
COME VISIT US

Upon request:
• Detailed financial forecast
• R&D projects
• User cases
• Opportunities

E   : sensiks@sensoryreality.com
W : www.sensiks.com
P   : +31 (6) 50 25 20 69  

London - Amsterdam – Antwerp – Eindhoven 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDrMrX3mobU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDrMrX3mobU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDrMrX3mobU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JxiZbHHnDH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JxiZbHHnDH8
https://www.idg.tv/video/76018/sensiks-is-truly-a-vr-experience-for-all-5-senses
mailto:sensiks@sensoryreality.com
http://www.sensiks.com/

